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Abstract. The Kayap6 Indians of Brazil's Amazon Basin are described as effective
managers of tropical forest, utilizing an extensive inventory of useful native plants that
are concentrated by human activity in special forest areas (resource islands, forest fields,
forest openings, tuber gardens, agricultural plots, old fields, and trailsides). Long-term
transplanting and selection of plants suggest semi-domestication of many species. The
overall management strategies of forest also includes many manipulated animal species
(birds, fish, bees, mammals) utilized as food and game. Forest patches (ap~t~) are created
by Indians from campo/cerrado using planting zones made from termite and ant nests
mixed with mulch: formation and development of these is briefly discussed, including
the implications for new ideas concerning reforestation and campo management. Finally
an integrative cognitive model is presented showing the relationships between variants of
forest and savanna recognized by the Kayap6. Indigenous knowledge of subtle similarities between conceptually distinct ecological units in the model allows for the interchange of botanical material between microclimates to increase biological diversity in
managed areas. It is suggested that indigenous knowledge is extremely important in
developing new strategies for forest and campo/cerrado conservation, while improving
productiveness of these ecological systems. Such knowledge is not only applicable for
Amaz6nian Indians, but also has far-reaching implications for human populations
throughout the humid tropics.

Introduction
Indigenous societies have been living in Amaz6nia for unknown millenia,
during which time they developed their own strategies for management of
forests and campo/cerrados. Serious investigation of indigenous ethnobiological/ethnoecological knowledge is rare, but recent studies (Alcorn,
1981; Carneiro, 1983; Denevan et al., 1984; Frechione, 1981; Haines, 1979,
1980; Kerr and Posey, 1984; Parker et al., 1983; and others) show that
indigenous knowledge of ecological zones, natural resources, agriculture,
tThis is a preliminary survey of indigenous management strategies that is generated as
a part of the 'Projeto Kayap6' , an interdisciplinary ethnobiological research project
funded by the Conselho Nacional de Desenvolvimento Cientffico e Tecnol6gico
(Brazilian National Council for Scientific and Technological Development) and the
World Wildlife Fund. I would like to thank Drs. Gerhard Gottsberger and Anthony
Anderson for their assistance in collecting plants that are currently being identified to
supply more complete data on Kayap6 subsistence. I also wish to thank FUNAI
(Fundaq~o Nacional do Indio) for their assistance and support, as well as FAB (Forga
A6rea Brasileira) and VOTEC for providing some transportation to/from Gorotire, and
the Unevangelized Field Missions for their assistance in providing communication and
acquiring supplies.
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aquaculture, forest and game management, to be far more sophisticated than
previously assumed. Furthermore, this knowledge offers new models for
development that are both ecologically and socially sound (Posey, 1983a;
Posey, et al., 1984).
This paper presents a general outline of management strategies of the
Kayap6 Indians of the Brazilian Amazon to illustrate how they utilize,
conserve, and even create tropical forest patches (ap~t~) in campo/cerrado.
Secondary forest management is also important, employing their knowledge
of conceptually similar ecological zones to concentrate transplanted (and
possibly semi-domesticated) and planted (principally domesticated) species
close to population centers or areas of need. It becomes clear that the Kayap6
view forest management as an integrated system of plant communities rather
than individual species; likewise, manipulated wildlife and even semidomesticated bees figure into the overall management strategies. The longterm management strategies of the Kayap6, which actually increase biological
diversity, offer many fundamental principles that shoul guide development
throughout the humic tropics along a path that is both ecologically and
socially sound.
Examples in this paper are taken from the Indian Post of Gorotire
(7°48'S, 54°46'W), which is the largest of the Northern Kayap6 villages
(approximately 600 Indians). The author has conducted ethnobiological
research in the village since 1977 and is currently coordinating an interdisciplinary team project to investigate in depth various aspects of biological
and ecological knowledge by the Indians. This paper is a preliminary report
on integrated forest and campo/cerrado management by the Kayap6.
I. Management and use of campo/cerrado
Little is known of indigenous and cerrado management, although the
ecological diversity of these ecological systems provides a wealth of natural
resources for Indians like the Kayap6 (Posey, 1984b).
The Kayap6 classify campo/cerrado (kapdt) into a variety of folk
ecological zones or 'ecozones'. The term 'ecozone' is used in this paper to
refer to ecological zones recognized by indigenous peoples, i.e., cognitive or
ernic categories. The following typology is of principal ecozones:
kap6t k6in: 'clean' campo with few trees
kap6t kumrenx: open campo with many forest patches
kap6t m~tx: low, grassy and open campo
kap6t punu: closed campo with scrub (campo fechado)
kap6t jaj6re: open campo with small scrub patches
kap6t im6k kr~ p6k re: small open areas surrounded by scrub forest near
large campos
kap6t kam ira6: seasonally inundated campo
kap6t im6 n6i p6k: campo openings on tops of mountains
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kap6t kr~ nhi m6k: campo rupestre
The Kayap6 also recognize the following transitional types of cerrado/
campo:
krfi nhinon ~ kap6t: campo at top of mountains
kr~ nhi kratx ~i kap6t: campo at base of mountains
kap6t n6 k~: transition zones between savanna and forest
p6'~ k6: cane breaks
p6'E te: very closed forest with cane
Of specific interest is the Kayap6 classification of forest 'islands' (ap~tO
that occur in campo/cerrado and are frequently managed and exploited by
the Indians. Typological classification is based on size, form and dominant
species in the aport, although full criteria have not yet been fully worked
out. Principal ap~tO types are:
apOt~-nu: newly formed vegetative clumps
ap~t: small, low vegetative patches
ap6t kryre: larger forest patch, with small trees and shrubs
ap6t~ ngri: forest plot with some trees and large shrubs
ap6t~ (kumrenx): 'real ap~tO' with shade from tall trees
apOti: large forest islands with many tall trees (2+ HA)
ap6ti poire: oblong apOti
ap6ti rhynh: long corridors of forest (for defense)
In the vicinity of the Kayap6 village of Gorotire, a notable increase in the
number of apOtO forest patches/islands is apparently found in comparison to
campo areas distant from the village. This is the direct effect of indigenous
influence. Although cursory examination appears to show these apOtO to be
natural, closer scrutiny reveals that a sizeable percentage (as much as 75%) are
indeed man-made.
A preliminary study of apOtO made with Dr. Anthony Anderson (Museu
Paraense Emilio Goeldi) in November 1983 shows that of the 140 different
plant species collected, only two were not considered useful by the Kayap6.
Equally astonishing is that approximately 85% of the plants collected in ten
samples forest 'islands' were actually claimed to have been planted by the
Indians (Anderson and Posey, 1985).
This amazing fact requires that we rethink what has been previously
considered 'natural' in campo/cerrado environments where there are
indigenous populations. Even in areas where Indians have long since disappeared, the hand of human manipulation and management may still be
evident.
It is impossible to know the true extent of Indian influence in forest and
campo. Kayap6 villages today are only remnants of ancient villages that were
once linked by sizeable and extensive trails (Posey, 1983b). Old villages and
campsites dot the vast area between the Araguaia and Tapajos Rivers that was
the Kayap6 domain. It is probable that campo/cerrado management was once
widespread in other tribes throughout Brazil.
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Creation of apOtO is in itself an interesting process. Compost heaps are prepared in existing apOt~ from sticks, limbs, and leaves. These are allowed to
rot, then are beaten with sticks to produce a mulch. This mulch is subsequently taken to a selected spot in the campo and piled onto the ground.
Slight depressions in the surface are usually sought out because they are more
likely to retain moisture. These depressions are filled with the mulch, which is
mixed with soil from the mounds of a termite (Nasutitermes) called rorote,
and smashed up bits of the nest of an ant called mrum kudj~ (Azteca sp.).
Living ants and termites are included in the mixture. The resulting mounds of
earth, called apOtO;nu, are generally one to two meters in diameter and 50 to
60cm. deep. The apOtO-nu are usually formed in August and September
during the first rains of the wet season and then nurtured by the Indians as
they pass along the savanna trails to their gardens (puru-nu). Over the years,
the apOtO-nu 'grow' into large apO-ti (see Figure 1). How long this process
requires is still under study. Perhaps as much as 1HA per ten years is possible
since there are apO-ti of 4HA in Gorotire, that has known to have been permanently inhabited for at least 40 years. This figure may be high, however,
because Gorotire was an ancient campsite long before it became a permanent
village.
The Kayap6 create apOtOfor a variety of reasons. Until fairly recent times,
the Kayap6 were still at war with other Kayap6 and non-Kayap6 (principally
Shavante, Carajas, Tapirap~ and Brazilian) groups. Their post-contact history
seemed to be punctuated daily by wars, raids, and disease epidemics. The
Kayap6 prefer village sites in campos: kapdt is considered to be 'healthier'
than forest (b~) because there are fewer diseases. Campo villages, however,
are hard to hide and defend. ApOtO are utilized as disaster shelters in cases
of raids or epidemics when it is safer to temporarily abandon the village. The
ideal ap~t~, therefore, is one in which all the necessities of life are close at
hand to afford self-sufficiency to families dispersed from their homes during
times of emergencies. Since epidemics and periods of warfare could be
prolonged, apOtO are a valuable resource and security to the Gorotire family.
ApOtO have been observed being used as refuges during the threat of a measles
epidemic as recently as April 1983.
Plants found in Gorotire apOtOare used as food (tubers, roots, fruits, nuts),
medicines (for fevers, bleeding, diarrhea, body aches, dizziness, headaches,
toothaches, abortives, and anti-conceptuals), materials for daily life (for
baskets, cords, needles to open wounds, bow and arrow wood, insect
repellents), firewood, ceremonial items (wrist bands, ear spools, lip plugs),
body paint, poisons, shade, and leaves for containers and wrappings. Certain
trees (eg., Alibertia edulis, Anonna crassiflora, Byrsonima crassifolia,
Caryocar villosum, and Solanum paniculatum) are even planted to attract
game and birds. Palms (such as Astrocaryum tucuma, Mauritia vinifera,
Maximiliana regia, Oenocarpus bacaba, and Orbygnia martiana) figure prominently in the inventory because of the variety of uses they afford. Shade
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trees are also highly valued, and even vines that produce drinkable water are
transplanted to and replanted in apOt&
ApOtO also serve as barriers, parapets, and lines of defense for the village.
Warriors could hide in the bush, await their enemies, and then surprise them
from their verdant palisades. Ap~ti-poire and ap~ti-rhynh are specificially
used for these purposes. ApOti-poire are manmade forest corridors formed by
uniting a chain ofapOtO.
In peace time, apOtOare used as places of rest, to pass the hottest time of
the day, to paint bodies of relatives with urucfi (Bixa orellana) or genipapo
(Genipa americana), or for supervised play for children. They are also a
favored spot for sexual intercourse. Perhaps because of the latter reason, combined with the concentration of valuable resources in the apOtO,children are
discouraged from entering along into these forest patches. They'are told that
ghosts (karon) hide there and that balls of light of powerful shamans
(wayanga karon) appear there in the night. These stories serve to protect the
ap~tO and are enhanced and perpetuated by the shamans, who frequently
have their medicinal gardens hidden in large apO-ti.
Fire is important in the management of apOtO, but contrary to existing
theory, fire for the Kayap6 is used to protect and encourage the forest
patches rather than create larger campos. Campos (kapOt) in range of
Gorotire are burned annually. The Indians say the fires produce beautiful
effects in the night skies (kaiwka metx, metire) and have practical effects:
they decrease the population o f snakes and scorpions and prevent the
excessive growth of grasses and thorny vines that make walking and hunting
in kapOt difficult. Burning is not random. The time for burning is decided by
the old people (mebeng~t) and announced by the chiefs (benadjwy?h). Burning occurs before the 'birth' of the August moon (muturwa katOrO nu) and
before the buds of the piqu~ tree (Caryoear villosum) are too developed. If
burning occurs after this time, the highly prized fruit of the piquf (pri) will
not be abundant. Not all kapOt are burned on the same day, nor even during
the same week. When selected kapOt are designated to be burned, the
'owners' of the ap~tO of out to cut dried grasses and shrubs around their
ap~t~ to produce a fire barrier. They then set the fires and await with
branches of palms and banana u.aha (Ravenala guyanensis) to beat out any
flames that come too close.
Not all apOt~, however, are protected from fire in this manner. The
Indians recognize a group of plants that are actually stimulated by burning.
These are plants that are said to 'like' fire (x~t okin) and produce more fruit
as a result. These include Alibertia edulis, Byrsonima crassifolia, Astrocaryum
tucuma, and Alibertia sp2. Only apOtOthat have an abundance of these trees
are allowed to be burned.
Azteca sp. ants (mrum kudfit) are not only used to create soil for the
ap~tO-nu but are also highly prized for their abilities to repel safiva leafcutting ants (Atta spp., mrum-krk-ti). The Azteca has a pungent smell that
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distinguishes it to the Kayap6 and is apparently the same smell responsible
for repelling the sativa. Colonies of the mrum kudjd are broken into small
pieces and carried to bits of forests where no colony exists. This transplanted
colony will then begin to replicate and spread their natural protection against
leaf-cutter ants.
Management of campo/cerrado is more complicated than we yet understand. A study of planting sequences and the process of maturation ofapdtO
is forthcoming. But with available data, it is obvious that our ideas of
'natural' campo/cerrado and forest must be re-evaluated with an eye toward
the possiblity of widespread aboriginal management and manipulation of
these ecosystems. Perhaps the most exciting aspect of these new data is the
implication for reforestation. The Indian example not only provides new ideas
about how to build forests 'from scratch', but also how to successfully
manage what has been considered to be infertile campo/cerrado.
II. Management and use of secondary forest

(1) 'Anything-but-abandoned fields'
Contrary to persistent beliefs about indigenous slash/burn agriculture, fields
are not abandoned after a few years from initial clearing and planting. Recent
studies show that, on the contrary, old fields offer an important concentration of highly diverse natural resources long after primary cultivars have
disappeared (Carneiro, 1961 ; Alcorn, 1981 ; Denevan, et al., 1984).
Kayap6 'new fields' (puru nu) peak in production of principal domesticated crops in two or three years but continue to bear produce for many
years; e.g. sweet potatoes for four to five years, yams and taro for five to six
years, manioc for four to six years, and papaya for five or more years. Some
banana varieties continue to bear fruit for 15 to 20 years, urucfi (Bixa
orellana) for 25 years, and cup~ (Cissus gongyloides) for 40 years. The
Kayap6 consistently revisit old fields seeking these lingering riches.
Fields take on new life as plants in the natural reforestation sequence
begin to appear in maturing fields (puru-tum). These plants soon constitute
a type of forest called ibO (mature old fields) and provide a wide range of
useful products, including: food and medicine, fish and bird baits, thatch,
packaging, paints, oils, insect repellents, construction materials, fibers for
ropes and cords, body cleansers, and products for craft production - to
name but a few.
Old fields are perhaps most important for their concentrations of
medicinal plants. In a recent survey of plants found in puru turn and ibd, and
94% of the 368 plants collected were of medicinal significance.
Old fields also attract wildlife to their abundant, low, leafy plants (Linares,
1976; Haines, 1979). High forests, in contrast, are sparse in game. Intentional
dispersal of old fields by Indians and management of these by systematic
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hunting extends the human influence over the forest by providing, in effect,
large 'game farms' near human population concentrations. A delicate balance
is necessary to manage these old fields. Game populations that are too dense
can cause severe damage to crops; thus hunting provides meat for food while
protecting new fields from excessive destruction. In the Kayap6 division of
labor, the women work in the fields while their husbands hunt in the
surrounding ~'orests.
Game animals are particularly attracted to fruit trees planted by the
Kayap6 in new and old fields, as well as along trails (see Table 1). Tree plantings illustrate long-term planning and forest management since many of the
trees require many years to bear fruit; castanha do Parfi (Brazil nut), for
example, does not produce its first nuts for 12-20 years. In addition to
attracting game, fruit and nut-producing trees are also planted to attract
birds and even fish during high water river and igarap~ cycles. Most of these
trees also provide food important in human subsistence. Thus old fields
should perhaps be called 'game-farm orchards' to emphasize their diverse
resources (Smith, 1977; Posey et al., 1984).

(2) Semi-domesticates in oM fieMs
Old fields serve as important repositories of 'semi-domesticated' or manipulated plants. The term 'semi-domesticate' is used to indicate plants that are
intentionally manipulated by the Indians, who knowingly modify the plant's
habitat to stimulate growth. The genetic consequences of this process are still
unknown but merit serious study (Kerr and Posey, 1984).
Relatively open forests are given special names (bit-ritrkrk and blt-epti) and
are known refuges for light-loving plants that also grow well in old fields.
Gathering trips to primary and secondary forests are frequently made to
collect appropriate plants for transplanting into old fields.
The Kayap6 also see forest areas disturbed by either natural or man-made
events as habitats that approximate field clearings. Forest openings (b~t-kr&ti)
caused by trees that have fallen through natural processes (old age and
storms) or that have been felled by Indians to raid bee hives create microenvironmental conditions similar to those of field clearings (Posey, 1984a).
Likewise, openings due to abandoned camp and village sites, or wide swaths
left by trails, are also reserves for plants that thrive in old fields. These areas
are visited on gathering trips with the goal of transplanting forest plants to
old fields or aport, thereby making needed forest products more readily
available.

(3) 'Forest-fields'
The Kayap6 custom of transplanting is only part of a much broader system
that has been described (Posey, 1982, 1983a) as 'nomadic agriculture' and
was undoubtedly once widespread in Amazonian tribes. Until recently,
Kayap6 groups travelled extensively in the vast areas between the east-west
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boundaries of the Tocantins and Araguaya Rivers and the north-south limits
of the Planalto and the Amazon River. Today the Kayap6 still carry out
several month-long treks per year, although much of the old network of trails
and campsites is now abandoned.
Food and utensils, because of their bulk and weight, are not carried out by
the Indians on treks. Food gathering for 150 to 200 people cannot, however,
be left solely to chance. Thus gathered plants are transplanted into concentrated spots near trails and campsites to produce 'forest fields' that make
readily available to future passersby the necessities of life, including: food,
cleansing agents, hair and body oils, insect repellents, leaves for cooking, vines
that supply drinkable water, house construction materials, and especially
medicinals.
Forest-fields intentionally replicate naturally occurring 'resource islands'
(kO), which are areas where specific concentrations of useful plants are found.
These resource islands include: Brazil nut groves, fruit tree stands, palmito
and nut sources, cane breaks, etc.
Dependency on naturally occurring 'resource islands' and their man-made
'forest-field' counterparts allow Kayap6 groups to travel months at a time
and great distances without need of domesticated garden produce. Today
only remnants of this once vast system remain.

(4) Trailside plantings
In addition to the 'forest-fields' near campsites and trails, the sides of trails
(pry kOt) themselves are planting zones for the Kayap6. It is not uncommon
to find trails composed of four-meter-wide cleared strips of forest. It is hard
to estimate the extensiveness of aboriginal trails that interconnected distant
Kayap6 villages; conservative estimate of existing trials associated with
Gorotire (one of 11 modern Kayap6 villages) yields 500 km of trails that
average 2.5 m wide. Trailsides are planted with numerous varieties of yams,
sweet potatoes, Marantaceae, Cissus, Zingiberaceae, Araceae, and other as
yet unidentified edible tubers. Hundreds of medicinal plants and fruit trees
also increase the diversity of the planted flora.
In a survey of a three-kilometer trail leading from Gorotire to a nearby
garden, the following were observed: (1) 185 planted trees representing at
least 15 different species; (2) approximately 1,500 medicinal plants of an
undetermined number of species; and (3) approximately 5,500 foodproducing plants of an undetermined number of species.
The immediate one- to four-meter wide swath provided by trail clearing
is not the entire effective distance of human activity. An additional factor
is the distance away from the trail that the Kayap6 choose for defecation/
urination, I have measured the average distance, a rather culturaUy fixed
proxemic unit, at five meters (or 14m in width, considering both sides of
the trail and the trail itself).
While squatting to defecate, the Kayap6 often plant tubers, seeds, or nuts
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they have collected during the day and stored in a fiber pouch or bag. This
activity, combined with the natural process of seed transportation through
fecal material, makes the overall distance near trails under human influence
even more extensive and significant. The effect is further accentuated by the
age of the trails: some are uncounted centuries old.

(5) Plantations in forest openings
For the Kayap6, openings in the primary forest are called bb-kr~-ti and are
seen as natural prototypes for gardens. As mentioned, there are two types of
bb-kr~-ti: (1) openings caused by trees or limbs that fall due to old age or
storms; and (2) openings that are man-made by felling large trees to take
honey from bees (Posey, 1983c). Both types of forest openings create new
micro-habitats and planting zones due to light reaching the forest floor and
creating conditions similar to those of garden plots. The idea for planting
gardens may have come from the Indian's study and use of bb-krd-ti or may
be a logical extension of their management of such forest openings.
Bb-krO-ti are used to transplant domesticates and semi-domesticates like
varieties of manioc, taro, cup~, yams, sweet potatoes, beans, and arrowroot.
These thrive in such habitats and according to Kayap6 agriculturalists, their
productivity is significantly increased as the result of this transplantation.

~6) Hill gardens
Another form of agriculture that is related to b2t kr~ ti plantations is the kr?ti
kam puru or 'hill garden'. Tuberous plants, like Zingiberaceae, Araceae, and
Marantaceae varieties, are planted in these well-drained, hillside plots. These
fields are principally reserved as food sources in case of floods or of crop
disasters and are considered as very valuable plant 'banks' or reserves. Hill
gardens are exclusively kept by old women (m~-begnet) under the direction
of the Kayagl5 female chief (menire-nhd-benad/w~grgt), the highest ranking
female authority. To form the plantations, old fields of eight to ten years
of fallow are cleared of underbrush. Pieces of tuber stock are then planted in
shallow holes in fertile pockets of soil when the new rains have soaked the
soils in September. Little care, other than cutting back of competing
vegetation, is required to maintain these fields. Harvest occurs at the onset of
the dry season (June), although representative plants are always left behind
to preserve the tuber 'bank' (reserve).

(7) Plant communities and microzonal planting
Another interesting aspect of Kayap6 agriculture is based upon management of
plant communities associated with bananas. As banana trees grow in maturing
fields, they produce shading and modify soil conditions that produce a
specialized microenvironment. The Kayap6 know approximately two dozen
varieties of edible tubers and numerous medicinal plants that thrive under
these conditions and are planted in the banana plantation (tytyti-kO). These
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plants are called 'companions of the banana' (tytyti-kotam) and continue to
grow together with the banana until the height of the secondary forest is no
longer conductive to the growth of the plant community. When this occurs,
shoots of old bananas are transferred to new fields, while the 'companions'
are transplanted to already established plantations of bananas in other
maturing fields.
This illustrates not only how Indians exploit the properties of fields in
transition between new and old (puru to ibm) but also shows how microenvironmental planting zones are created to modify effects of secondary
forest growth. Equally significant is the indigenous conceptualization of plant
communities, rather than individual species, as the basis for ecological
management. Other plant companions are under investigation for papaya,
genipapo, and urucfi, all of which are viewed as foci of other managed plant
communities and produce their own unique mircrozones for planting.

(8) 'Quintal' management
'Quintal' is a Portuguese word that describes areas adjacent to homes that are
generally planted with useful or decorative plants. The idea is more ancient
than the European introduction, since the Kayap6 too rely on areas near their
homes (ki krO bum) to grow useful plants. A partial ki krd bum survey has
produced 86 species (estimate based on tentative identification) of food
plants and dozens of additional medicinal plants.
The practice of medicine is highly elaborated for the Kayap6. Almost
every household has its complement of common medicinal plants, many of
which are domesticates or semi-domesticates. Shamans (wayanga) specialize
in different disease treatments, each of which requires specific plants. Dozens
of 'medicine knowers' (pidj?t mari) also effect minor cures with their own
array of medicinals. Medicinal plants are often kept in secret forest plantations since their use forms part of the private knowledge of the curer;
others are overtly grown in the quintal and only their use is secret. Thus
each quintal reflects the medicinal knowledge and specialization (or lack
thereof) of its owner.
A major result of quintal management is the formation of topsoil. Some of
the richest and most productive soils in Amaz6nia are those called 'terra preta
dos indios', produced by Indian manipulation of generally poor Amazonian
soils (Smith, 1980).

(9) K en-po-ti ('Rock Gardens')
One of the most unusual ecozones manipulated by the Kayap6 is the ken-poti, which is a basaltic outcropping transformed into a special 'rock garden'.
These outcroppings frequently occur in the middle of forests. The area of
exposed rock creates open spaces within the forest that become hot and dry
when heated by the tropical sun. Environmental conditions in parts of kenpo-ti resemble those of campo/cerrado (kapOt), yet their margins are shaded
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by the encompassing forest and water seepage is common from aquafer
cracks. Thus a variety of microclimates are available for exploitation by the
Indians, who concentrate plant resources in ken-po-ti through plantings and
transplantings from a variety of other ecozones. Frequently forest mulch and
rich soils are carried to the outcroppings and placed in existing cracks in the
rocks or piled high between stones arranged to form planting containers. Piles
of the planting medium provide productive plots for the raising of plants
requiring special care and growth conditions. A managed ken-po-ti, in sharp
contrast to its barren unmanaged couterpart, looks like a lush Japanese
garden. For the Kayap6, stone out-croppings have special significance because
they have special cosmic energies and are associated with powerful spiritual
forces. Only shamans do not fear these forces. Thus ken-po-ti are mostly used
by shamans, who plant some of their most powerful and important
medicinals there.
An indigenous model of cognitive integration
In studies of the Kayap6 Indian classification, overlapping sets have been described as being in contiguous 'sequences' that form 'continua' between polar
types (Posey, 1983a). That is, members of classification units frequently
share diagnostic characteristics with members of other contiguous units. Each
unit as a 'focal' or 'ideal' type, which is the member that is most characteristic of the set. The greater any set member differs in characteristics from
the ideal type, the more likely that member will co-occur in other sets.
Extremes or poles of the continuum represent the maximal divergence
possible within the domain and thereby define the parameters of the higher
taxonomic grouping.
One of the most salient of the taxonomic continua in the Kayap6 system
is that between forest (b~) and campo/cerrado (kapOt). The ideal or 'focal'
type of forest is bk-kumrenx ('true forest'), which is the most productive of
the forest types. Trees of at least eight meters in height provide many edible
fruits, nuts and seeds, and well as useful woods and fibers. A herbaceous
understory is rich in medicinal plants.
The 'focal' kapOt type is kapOt-kumrenx ('true campo'), which is open land
with knee-high grasses. The landscape is also dotted with patches of forestlike vegetation called apOtO.
Ap~tO are the link between the poles of the bk-kapOt continuum (see
Figure 2). They are composed of many sun-tolerant, heat-resistent species
that survive in the demanding climate of the campo/cerrado, yet also have
many forest species. Thus they unite diagnostic elements of both poles of the
continuum.
Different planting zones are found within apOtOas represented in Figure 1.
ApOtO-nu consist of only one planting zone. ApOtx (an intermediary form
between ap~t~-nu and apOtO)have a relatively shady center (nhi'-pOk),with a
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Figure 1. Ap6M formation: planting zones.
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Figure 2. Ethno ecological units on the b~-kap6tcontinuum.
sunnier edge (nO-k~). True apOtO have a shady center area (nhi-pOk), an outer
edge (n&k~), and an additional shadow zone (ja-kil) formed by higher
vegetation that shields the zone from morning or evening sun. Note that in
the center of the ap~tO is an opening where light penetrates. This is called the
ira and functions to preserve the 'patchiness' of the apOtO to maximize microenvironmental variation. Patchiness helps preserve the biological heterogeneity of larger apOtO. Ir~ are usually connected to the open kapOt by trails

(pry-kat).
Large apOtO, or ap&ti, have all the planting zones found in an apOtO, plus
a darker, middle zone where less light can penetrate (a-tit-rD. lift may be
numerous to maintain patchiness and light penetration. Large iril are ringed
by a bright zone called the ir~-n&klt which is good all-purpose planting zone.
Trails (pry) connect irit and the kapOt and are frequently wide enough to
provide a light margin (pry-kOt) that also serves as a planting strip.
Variations in planting zones, therefore, seem to be based principally upon
variations of shade and light, plus associated variations in temperature and
moisture. Planting zones in ap~tO are matched with ecological types recognized by the Indians in the forest (see Table 2). Plants that grow well in
certain forest environments can be predicted to do well in ap~t~ zonal
counterparts. For example, plants found in the dark, damp forest (biz-tyk)
are likely to do well in the a-tit-ri or the nhi-pOk of an apO-ti. Plants that
thrive in the light-penetrating forest (bk-r~trkrit) would be planted no-k~t or
a-k~l-kOt. Species found at the margins of the forest or the edges of other
apOtO would be transferred to the ja-kk or a-k2z-kOt.
Plant species are said by the Indians to have been brought for planting
or transplanting in Gorotire apOtO from very distant areas. Most species
encountered in apOt~ are common campo species, but the Kayap6 say that
certain varieties have specific desired qualities (taste for food, texture for
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Table 2. ApYt~ planting zones in relation to corresponding ecological units

Ap~t~ planting zones ~

Corresponding ecological units 2

nhi-p6k
n6-k~
ja-k~
ir~-n6-k~
a-ta-rl
a-kh-k6t

bh-rhrhrh, b~-kamrek, b~-kr6-ti
bh-k6t, bh-rhrhrh, bh-kr&ti
kap6t, bh-k6t
bh-rhrhrh, bh-kamrek, bh-kr&ti
bh-tyk, bh-kamrek
bh-rhrhr5, b5-kumrenx

iApOtOzones: nhi-pok, shady center; n&kb, sunny edge;fa-ka, shadow zone; ird-n&k2z,
edge of open center; a.tg-ri, darker middle zone; a-ka-kOt, light-penetrating margin.
2Forest units: blz-kamrek, gallery or riverine forest; bk-rbrbrb, forest in which light
penetrates to the forest floor; bh-krg-ti, forest openings; bb-kdt, forest edge; kapOt,
campo/cerrado; b3-tyk, high dark forest; bh-kumrenx, forest with large trees and a
herbaceous lower level.
wood or fiber, medicinal properties, etc.) and were acquired from Indian
groups such as the Tapirape, Karaja, Mundrucu, Assurini, Shavante, Canela,
Gavifio and Sororo. Thus if stated origins of plant varieties are accepted,
Gorotire apOtO are composed of a concentration of plant varieties brought
from an area the size of Europe. Origins and processes of planting and transplanting are now under study.
Conceptually apOtO are related to other human-made ecological zones
described in this paper, such as trail sides (pry-kOt) and field gardens Oauru),
since all are planted with many of the same varieties of useful herbs and fruit
trees. Furthermore, old fields are managed in much the same way as apOtO,
since long-term management of plant and animal communities is fundamental
to the exploitation strategies of both. Old fields (ibO) for the Kayap6 are like
apOtO surrounded by forest rather than campo.
Other zones that are conceptually linked with ap~tO are: (1) b2t-krO-ti1
(forest openings). (2) ken-po-ti (rock gardens); and (3) ki-kr(-bum (quintal or
yard).
Given the various ecological zones recognized by the Kayap6, it is possible
to construct a more generalized pattern o f cognitive relatedness on the b/~kapOt continuum. Figure 2 represents the overlapping sets of bi~, ibO, puru
turn, apOtO (and related cognates), pry, ken-po-ti, and kapOt. Sets with more
savanna elements are placed closer to the kapOt pole; sets with more forest
elements are placed closer to b~t.
In this scheme, apOtO are intermediary between poles. Cognitive variants of
ap~tO, puru and b~-krO-ti, occupy the same classification space. That is, puru
(fields) are considered as types of bk-krO-ti, which in turn are inverse models
of ap~t& Ki-krO-bum (quintais) are likewise related since they unite elements
of all ecological zones.
For the Kayap6 the most productive ecological systems are those in
secondary forest created through human activity. Whether apOtO forest
patches in the campo, or ibO forest resulting from management of old fields,
the Kayap6 system is built upon the maintenance-or actual increase - in
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biological diversity. Forest 'patchiness' is the principal mechanism for the preservation of diversity, both in the creation of irit in apOt~ and b~-kr~-ti in the
forest. Kayap6 resource management, therefore, focuses upon the intermediary forms (apOtE, biT-kr~-ti, quintal, pry, etc.) between the polar forest
and campo/cerrado types because it is in these zones that maximal biological
diversity occurs. To put such a statement in more ecological terms, the
Indians not only recognize the richness of 'ecotones', they create them.
Concluding remarks
Recognition of diagnostic similarities within a contrast continuum of forest
(b~) and campo/cerrado (kapbt) allows the Kayap6 Indians to manipulate a
variety of ecological zones and micro-climates through the exchange of
botanical materials between units perceived as similar. Fundamental to
indigenous management is the reliance upon a wide range of plant and animal
resources integrated into long-term exploitation of secondary forest areas and
specially created concentrations of resources near areas of need (forest fields,
forest openings, rock outcroppings, old fields, trailsides, agricultural plots,
and hill gardens). Forest patches (ap~tE) created by the Indians in cerrado/
campo also provide dense concentrations of useful species. Maintenance, or
more usually increase, in biological diversity is the key to successful
indigenous conservation and exploitation.
T h e Kayap6 example teaches us that sophisticated management must be
based upon recognition of likeness between ecological units: contrast should
never obscure similarity in ecological typologies. Furthermore, that secondary
forest can, indeed, be maximally productive without endangering the longterm survival of native species nor ecological systems.
Creation of apOtE is likewise of great potential in understanding more
about campo/cerrado utilization. Indigenous management of apOtO has farreaching implications for the study of forestation in savanna areas and
reforestation in areas denuded by deforestation.
Presence of extensively managed areas by indigenous peoples emphasizes
the extensively manged areas by indigenous peoples emphasizes the necessity
for the re-evaluation of concepts about the natural landscape. 'Naturalness' of
ecological communities can never be assumed without investigating the
human history of the area.
This paper has merely attempted to outline some of the major principles
of Kayap6 forest management in an effort to show how indigenous
knowledge can help generate alternative philosophies for a more rational
system of resource management in the humid tropics. The Kayap6 are only
one of many small enclaves of native peoples located in remote parts of the
world, but the lessons they have learned through millenia of accumulated
experience and survival are invaluable to a modern world in much need of
rediscovering its ecological and humanistic roots.
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Note
1. It is interesting to speculate that bh-kr~-ti and puru are cognitive inverses of ap~t~.
They form relatively open, sun-penetrating patches of forest, whereas apOtO are
relatively shady areas in the campo. The result is the same: areas of concentrated
plant diversity in ecologically similar conditions. Gardens clearly show zonation
(Kerr and Posey, 1984), albeit an inside-out version of ap~tY planting zones.
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